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ABSTRACT SUN StarOffice is an archrival of Microsoft Office. Not only does it have comparable functions and compatible document formats to Microsoft Office, but also can work under multiple platforms including Linux, Solaris, Mac OS X, and Windows. As collaboration support for multiple users to work on the same Office documents becomes more and more desirable, some work has been done to provide real-time collaboration support for Microsoft Office, including transparent application sharing and transparent adaption. These systems use tightly coupled concurrency control mechanisms, which directly determine their collaboration support capabilities and flexibilities as well as implementation complexities. In this project, we choose StarOffice as the platform to drive our research on collaboration support for Office systems, where a flexible concurrency control framework is proposed. In this framework, concurrency control mechanisms are decoupled from the rest of system in such a way that multiple concurrency control mechanisms are offered for users to choose from according to their specific collaboration situations, and that new concurrency control mechanisms can be easily added on to the system without touching the code of existing concurrency control mechanisms. As the system is written in pure Java and by leveraging only UNO (Universal Network Object) API (Application Programming Interface) provided by StarOffice, it can be run across a variety of platforms.



1.



INTRODUCTION



Electronic documentation is one of the most influential results of information revolution. Productivity of documents has been drastically increased by taking advantage of various electronic documentation tools. It was statistically estimated that documents produced in the last two decades have exceeded the total number of documents produced ever since the beginning of human civilization. State-of-the-art elec-



[email protected] tronic documentation tools are exemplified by various Office Suites such as Microsoft Office, Sun StarOffice, and Corel WordPerfect, where Microsoft Office is still the predominant one, however, Sun StarOffice is becoming its archrival and gradually taking possession of its market. As electronic documents can be easily produced, they tend to be larger, more complex, and more rapidly changing. Therefore, it becomes really common nowadays that multiple people are involved in the authoring of the same document [15], and the evolving history of a document has to be properly maintained for reference and backtracking. Allowing multiple authors to work on the same document may help reduce authoring time, but coordination complexities may also compromise the productivity [4]. Therefore, to make multi-authoring a positive-sum game for both higher productivity and better quality, significant research on multiauthoring is required to integrate multiple authors into a coherent, structured, and collaborative management process. However, most of mainstream Office suites are primarily single-authoring systems and collaboration between multiple authors is mainly coordinated by social protocols and email [17], which are rather inconvenient, inefficient, and error-prone. Until recent years, Microsoft has started its campaign for collaboration support in its office suite. Office 2000 and Office XP provide collaboration support in the way of change-tracking, and Office 2003 adopts SharePoint service or server to further enhance collaboration support. Nevertheless, some important features like real-time collaboration, unconstrained work, and revision control, are either non-existent or rudimentary. In this project, we choose StarOffice as the platform to drive our research on collaboration support for Office systems for the following reasons: • Since no collaboration support is available in StarOffice, our contributions will not be constrained by any existing framework; • StarOffice provides sophisticated SDK (Standard Development Toolkit) for us to manipulate Office objects; • Unlike Microsoft Office that primarily runs on Windows family, StarOffice can run across multiple platforms such as Solaris, Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows, making our contributions more accessible.



• Collaboration support can be implemented in a CE (Collaboration Engine), which is separated from StarOffice and does not require source code change. As CE can be coded in pure Java and by leveraging only UNO (Universal Network Object) API (Application Programming Interdace) provided by StarOffice, it can be run across a variety of platforms on which StarOffice is running. In this position paper, we will report the progress of providing collaboration support for StarOffice by means of transparent adaption. The current CE only supports real-time collaborative word processing for some of the features in StarOffice Writer. But it serves a good purpose of proving the concept, demonstrating the feasibility, and motivating further research. More features will be added on to the system as the research moves on. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After introduction, the next section describes some related work. Then, the choice of concurrency control mechanisms is discussed and a flexible concurrency control framework is proposed. The following section presents an optimized implicit turntaking concurrency control mechanism. After that, design and implementation issues of the prototype system are depicted. Finally, the paper is concluded with a summary of contributions and future work.



2.



RELATED WORK



A lot of work has been done to provide collaboration support for editing systems. These work can be generally classified into two groups: collaboration-aware and collaborationtransparent [1]. Collaboration-aware systems were designed with collaboration support in mind. These systems, exemplified by various collaborative editing systems like Prep [14], REDUCE [23], and SEPIA [9], although providing attractive collaboration support, have not attracted much attention from end users because these systems are rather ad hoc and their editing capabilities are not even comparable to text editors, let alone sophisticated Office systems. End users are simply unwilling to obtain collaboration support at the cost of sacrificing their favorite or familiar document authoring systems. Collaboration-transparent systems often uses a central server that runs a single instance of the editing program with a single copy of the document. Inputs from multiple participants are merged and delivered to the editing program and any change to the graphical output of the editing program is broadcast to all sites. Collaboration-transparent systems provide the shared use of existing single-user applications through mechanisms that are transparent to the applications and developers. Typical examples of collaborationtransparent systems are general shared window systems such as VNC [16], Netmeeting [12], and SharedX [7]. There are some dedicated collaboration-transparent collaborative editing systems. One example is Emacs, which has the Make frame on display feature to allow a single Emacs program to talk to multiple frames distributed on multiple X Windows displays [5]. Another example is MMM shared editors [3], which support the sharing of a hierarchy of editors on a single screen among a group of users for conference



applications. Collaboration-transparent systems are simple and easy to implement, and can be used to collaborate in legacy single-user applications that were developed with no support of collaboration in mind. However, they are generally not responsive, particularly in long-latency network environments like the Internet. Moreover, collaboration is supported in a tightly coupled and restricted manner that forces users to take turns to manipulate the shared document and to view the same portion of the shared document all the time. Collaboration-aware editing systems do not meet end users’ requirement for mainstream editors such as Office systems, although their collaboration support is impressive. On the other hand, collaboration-transparent editing system do not meet end users’ requirement for advanced collaboration support, although off-the-shelf mainstream editors can be used as-is. A natural solution is to bring advanced collaboration support from collaboration-aware editing systems into off-the-shelf mainstream editing systems like Office systems. This is the idea of transparent application sharing by means of transparent adaption proposed by Li et al [10]. Transparent adaption allows off-the-shelf single-user editing systems to become collaborative editing systems without source code change. There are two representative work of applying transparent adaption to Office systems, both targeting at Microsoft Office. One is Groove Workspace [13], which makes Microsoft Office support real-time collaborative editing by means of explicit and long-duration turn-taking. More precisely, any user who wants to edit the shared document must explicitly request for a turn. Once the user gets the turn, (s)he is the only one who can modify the document. The user has to voluntarily and explicitly give up her/his turn at the time when (s)he thinks it is appropriate. At that point of time when her/his turn is released, the new version of the shared document made by that user is made available to the rest of the users. This approach is easy to implement because it does not require much knowledge of Office system except how to lock/unlock the whole document. However, the provided collaboration support is limited to situations where having a single active user fits the collaboration requirements, and is ill-suited to situations where concurrent streams of activities from multiple users is needed. Another representative work is CoOffice including CoWord [25] and CoPowerPoint, which provides a Collaboration Engine to make Microsoft Office (particularly Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint at the moment) support real-time unconstrained collaborative editing by leveraging operational transformation. It is more flexible than Groove Workspace because any user is allowed to edit any part of the shared document at any time without any restrictions to her/his editing activities. Therefore, it supports both concurrent and sequential streams of activities from multiple users who are editing the same shared document. The flexibility comes at the cost of intercepting every event that are relevant to the manipulation of a shared document using Microsoft Office. In other words, events that are related to any editing capabilities provided by Microsoft Office must be intercepted and properly synchronized by means of operational transformation. As a result, compared to



Groove Workspace, design and implementation complexities of CoOffice are tremendous. On the other hand, interception of every relevant event requires profound knowledge from Microsoft Office, which, however, does not provide adequate API for event interception. Therefore, CoOffice heavily relies on intercepting events (messages) generated by the Operating System (Microsoft Windows family in particular) on which Microsoft Office is running, which makes CoOffice hardly portable to other platforms such as Mac OS X on which Microsoft Office can also be run. The motivation of the CoStarOffice project is to design and develop a CE for StarOffice by transparent adaption. It is flexible enough to suit the needs of different collaboration situations and portable to any platforms on which StarOffice can be run with manageable implementation complexities.



3.



A FLEXIBLE CONCURRENCY CONTROL FRAMEWORK



As concurrency control is a key issue for collaborative editing [6], the choice of the concurrency control mechanism directly determines collaboration capabilities provided by a collaborative editing system, and may have a profound impact on the design and implementation complexities of that system. There are many available concurrency control mechanisms such as turn-taking [8], locking [11], serialization [23], transaction [2], and operational transformation [22]. We can generally categorize them into two groups: pessimistic mechanisms including turn-taking, locking, transaction, pessimistic serialization and optimistic mechanisms including optimistic serialization and operational transformation. There have always been controversies about which concurrency control mechanism (pessimistic or optimistic) should be used for collaborative editing systems. Some argue for pessimistic mechanisms because they are well-proven, simple, easy to implement, and have widely been used. Others argue for optimistic mechanisms because they are flexible, sophisticated, and support unconstrained collaboration. Industries particularly like pessimistic mechanisms for the aforementioned reasons, as manifested by the commercial products Groove Workspace for Microsoft Office and SharePoint for Microsoft Office. In contrast, many researchers in this area hold the opposite idea, as they think pessimistic mechanisms restrict collaboration capabilities. They have been advocating flexible, unconstrained collaboration support - any participant is allowed to edit any part of the same shared document at any time - for years, as manifested by some research prototypes REDUCE, JAMM [1], and CoOffice. Another debating point of choosing concurrency control mechanisms lies on the necessity of supporting unconstrained collaboration. While we think pessimistic concurrency control mechanisms make collaboration restricted and inflexible, people often ask for the case in which unconstrained collaboration is actually needed in reality. For example, when we advocate the technique of operational transformation to support unconstrained collaborative editing, a common argument is why multiple participants need to amend the same part (the same sentence, the same word, or even the same character) of the shared document. In a collaborative environment, participants should be properly coordinated



and systematically integrated into a coherent and structured management process according to organization rules or social protocols. Collaboration is to improve productivity and quality of work, however, if activities of participants are all unconstrained, coordination complexities could lead to the opposite effect. For instance, consider a document contains a grammatically problematic sentence “You are student”. If two authors are allowed to amend the same sentence concurrently, one could add an article before “student” and the other could make “student” plural at the same time, resulting in another grammatically problematic sentence “You are a students”! Once discovering this problem, they could both undo their own work in order to keep the other’s work, making the sentence return to its original problematic state “You are student”. Such an iteration could last for ever unless some kind of social protocol is deployed or a pessimistic concurrency control mechanism like locking is used [24]. We acknowledge that different concurrency control mechanisms may suit different collaboration needs under different collaboration circumstances. First, in a collaboration situation where concurrent stream of activities from multiple users are not required, explicit turn-taking (i.e., a participant must explicitly request for the turn in order to have the control of the shared document) will not only be good enough for concurrency control but also serves the purpose of reinforcing the social protocol in order to avoid messing things up. For example, if a document is shared by an author and a reviewer, they would not edit the document concurrently. When the author is editing the document, the reviewer would not edit it because (s)he would like to review and give comments to the final version of the document. Similarly, when the reviewer is reviewing the document, the author would not change it because (s)he would like to amend the document according to final comments given by the reviewer. If explicit turn-taking is not employed, we may have to reinforce some social protocol to prevent them from concurrently amending the document. Explicit turn-taking is used by Groove Workspace to make Microsoft Office support real-time collaborative editing. Second, in a collaboration situation where participants like to collaborate in the manner of WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See) [20], implicit turn-taking (i.e., a participant gets the turn to modify the shared document implicitly by triggering some event) would be a good choice. Once a participant gets the turn, (s)he will see the work done by another participant who previously possessed the turn, and will be able to amend the document. For example, if two programmers are collaboratively debugging the same piece of code, as coding is very subtle, every character typed by one programmer must be perceived by the other. In this case, implicit turn-taking can be triggered by keystroke events. The two programmers are synchronized to virtually have the same view of the piece of the code at the same time and concurrent stream of activities from the two users are allowed. Third, in a collaboration situation where concurrent stream of activities from multiple users are constantly required and any participant would like to have free control of the shared document without having their activities restricted in any way, operational transformation would be the best choice.



By using operational transformation, unconstrained collaboration is supported in the way that any participant is allowed to amend any part of the document at any time. In particular, two participants could amend the same sentence, the same word, or even the same character. For example, if two authors have been jointly writing a scientific paper, as the deadline approaches shortly, they want to quickly finalize the paper by assigning one author to proofread spelling and grammars and the other author to proofread citations concurrently. Finally, in a collaboration situation where concurrent stream of activities from multiple users are constantly required but participants are usually working on different portions of the shared document, a concurrency control mechanism that is tailored to this situation would be more appropriate. In most cases, when people do collaborative editing of a shared document, they will be assigned with different parts of the shared document according to some social protocols such as organization rules, contracts, private mutual agreements, and will usually work on their own parts without interfering with other people’s work.



• Strict WYSIWIS is relaxed by allowing different users to amend different parts of the shared document. This is done by allowing different users to have different cursor positions in the document. Therefore, cursor movements do not require requesting for the floor and do not need to be propagated either, which eliminates significant number of floor requests and communication messages.



4.1



Floor control



To implement the optimized implicit turn-taking concurrency control mechanism, a session manager is deployed to hold a token accessed by all collaborative sites. Access to the token must be mutually exclusive, that is at one time only one site is allowed to have ownership to it. Editing can only be echoed to the shared document when a token is obtained. Figure 1 illustrates the protocol that was designed to support this mechanism.



Therefore, a flexible concurrency control framework has been proposed and deployed in the CoStarOffice project. In the framework, concurrency control mechanisms are decoupled from the rest of system in such a way that multiple concurrency control mechanisms are offered for users to choose from according to their specific collaboration situations, and that new concurrency control mechanisms can be easily added on to the system without touching the code of existing concurrency control mechanisms. Currently, an optimized implicit turn-taking mechanism and a hybrid mechanism that is suitable for collaboration situations where concurrent stream of activities are required but participants are usually working on different portions of the shared document have been implemented in the system. We are still in the process of adding explicit turn-taking and operational transformation mechanisms to the system.



4.



OPTIMIZED IMPLICIT TURN-TAKING



In this section, we will describe an optimized implicit turntaking concurrency control mechanism that has been implemented in CoStarOffice. Compared with traditional implicit turn-taking, it has been optimized in the following ways: • Floor control is fine-grained in the sense that a keystroke would trigger a request for the floor to manipulate the shared document. Therefore, concurrent collaborative editing is virtually supported; • A user can amend the document before the floor is actually granted. Therefore concurrent collaborative editing is supported and there will be no lost keystrokes if the floor is not yet granted. • The first keystroke by a user will request for the floor. Before the floor is granted, the user might generate more keystrokes. However, these keystrokes would not request for the floor because once the floor is granted, all keystrokes as a whole will be echoed into the document. This essentially eliminates enormous floor requests.



Figure 1: Floor control by the session manager



A token request is generated when there is a keystroke from the user. Changes will not be reflected into the document until the token is obtained from the session manager. Since access to the token is mutually exclusive, it can be ensured that at the moment when a site obtains the token no other changes are made to the other copies of the document. Hence it could be said that all other sites are ”locked out” from updating their respective documents. The token is released back to the session manager only when the changes made by the user is updated in his/her local copy and propagated to the master and remote copy(s). Thus the contents of the documents will be consistent with each other. The message exchange is from the perspective of a singleuser when (s)he generates any input that needs to be updated into the document. One round of successful transaction during an editing process needs the following message exchanges.



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.



Input action generated by user; User agent requesting the token; Token granted by the session manager; Changes of input echoed back to local copy of document; Contents of input sent to the session manager; Session manager updates contents of input into master document; Session manager informs the rest of the user agents to prepare to receive broadcast; Session manager broadcasts contents of input to rest of user agents; Remaining user agents updates contents of input into their documents; Session manager releases token from original user agent.



However, in reality, more than two users can be typing away in real-time simultaneously. Since updates to the document are reflected only when a user has a token, the response time to reflect the changes will vary due to network latency and the number of collaborative sites which are competing for the floor.



the document and subsequently sent to the session manager. However, this choice is unpleasant to users. The second is to generate multiple token requests. Each token request would follow upon a character keyed by the user. However this causes the network to be flooded with a lot of token request messages, possibly slowing it down. Finally, we choose the buffering approach. That is, a buffer is used to store any subsequent characters keyed in by the user into a data structure after the token request and before the token grant message is received. In this way, characters would not be lost and the there is no need to generate a token request for every character keyed in. Figure 2 illustrates the editing process with buffering employed. A user keys in a character ’a’, generating a token request. The character is first stored into a buffer. Before the token message is received, the user keys in another character ’b’. This character is then stored into the buffer as well. Once the token grant message is received the contents of the buffer are updated back into the document. It is then sent over to the session manager for updating into the master copy as well as any possible remote copies in other user agents. The buffer is then emptied and another round of token request can take place.



4.3



Relaxed WYSIWIS



In a traditional turn-taking concurrency control mechanism, there is normally only one cursor in a shared document. Changes only take place at the current cursor position no matter when and who makes the changes. Therefore, all participants have the same view of the document at the same time. However, this strict WYSIWIS is inflexible and unable to support concurrent stream of activities from different users. Since the optimized implicit turn-taking mechanism can support concurrent collaborative editing, strict WYSIWIS must be relaxed to allow different users to have different views of the same document, and to amend different parts of document concurrently.



Figure 2: A real-time editing scenario with buffering



4.2



Flow of editing operations



When the user keys in a character, a token request is generated. What if before the token is granted the user keys in another character? There are a few options that could be implemented to solve this problem. One is to discard the second the character. Before a token is granted, any subsequent characters keyed in by the user after the token request could be discarded. Thus when a token is granted only the character generating the token request would be echoed into



Relaxed WYSIWIS is achieved by allowing different users to have different views of cursor positions in their respective replicas of the shared document. To do that, events of cursor movements are not propagated and synchronized by the token, and consequently cursor movements in different replicas of the shared document are independent of each other. However, this creates a problem, as remote replicas need to know the current cursor position of the local replica where changes are made so that the changes can be replayed at correct positions in the respective replicas. Therefore, there must be some mechanism to keep track of the current position of the cursor and the cursor position will be sent along with the changes. A critical issue here is that inconsistencies may arise due to different cursor positions in different replicas and concurrent changes may be generated at different cursor positions before the token is actually granted. Consider a document initially contains a character a, replicated at two sites Site 1 and Site 2. Suppose the cursor is initially at position 0 (i.e., before character a. The user at Site 1 moves the cursor to position 1 (i.e., after a) and keys in a x. Character x together with its position 1 is stored in the buffer, waiting for the token. At the same time, The user at Site 2 keys in a y,



which should be at position 0. Character y together with its position 0 is stored in the buffer, also waiting for the token. Suppose Site 2 gets the token first, y is then echoed into the document before a, and propagated to Site 1. When it is replayed at Site 1, the document at Site 1 becomes ya. After that, Site 1 gets the token and echoes x at position 1, the document becomes yxa, which is wrong because x should be echoed after a. Therefore, operational transformation is used to tackle this issue but in a different way. When a remote change arrives, it will be replayed as-is. However, local changes stored in the buffer must be transformed against it to adjust their cursor positions correctly. In this example, when y from Site 2 arrives and is replayed, the position of x in the buffer is adjusted from 1 to 2 by transformation.



5.



• File Progress. This field contains a progress bar showing how much of the file is being received when it is being downloaded.



DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM



As shown in Figure 1, multiple collaborative sites User Agents) connect to the same Session Manager.



Figure 4: User Agent GUI upon loading Figure 5 shows the process of connecting to the session manager. An editing session first starts by downloading the file from the session manager. It is invoked by clicking ”Session Manager” on the menu bar followed by selecting ”Connect”. A connection dialog opens up for the user to key in the IP address and port of the session manager.



Figure 5: Connecting to session manager Figure 3: Modules in the User Agent



5.1



User Agent



Figure 3 shows the various software modules in the user agent. The user is able to monitor the status of the editing session from the graphical user interface implemented. Figure 4 shows the screen shot of the GUI upon loading. The user controls the editing session from here. It also provides various details about the editing session. • Client IP Address. This field shows the IP address of the computer belonging to the user. • Session Manager IP Address and Port. These fields show the IP address and port number of the session manager. • File Info. This field describes the details of the file being edited. • Concurrency Control. This field displays the current concurrency control mechanism used. It will be informed by the session manager during connection establishment.



Figure 6 shows the display at the user agent after the file is successfully downloaded. The relevant information is displayed and the user can commence on the editing process.



Figure 6: Connection to session manager successful



The client module in Figure 3 is responsible for maintaining the connection with the session manager as well as handling the concurrency control mechanism. It generates two continuously running java threads named ”input channel thread” and ”output channel thread”. The output channel thread is used to initiate some sort of communication with the session manager (i.e. requesting for a token) upon user editing. The input channel thread is used to monitor any incoming control messages. Both these two threads generate a series of control messages that work in sync with the session manager, establishing a protocol for communicating. The actual flow of operations within the thread depends on which concurrency mechanism is employed.



5.2



Session Manager



Figure 7 shows the various software modules in the session manager. It has a similar structure to the user agent.



Figure 8: Selecting a concurrency control mechanism The server module in Figure 7 is responsible for managing the session among the different users. It holds the token to be mutually shared by the users. It generates a continuously running server thread corresponding to each user connected to the system. When each thread is servicing a client, the other threads are blocked, resuming execution only when the current server thread has finished its execution. The program flow of the thread depends on which concurrency mechanism is used.



Figure 9: Session Status Figure 7: Connection to session manager successful



6. The user in this case does not participate in the editing session. Instead, (s)he is only allowed to load/close the document and select the concurrency control mechanism to be used. Starting a collaborative editing session involves loading a file into the session manager. Only then would the server be started and users can join the system. Figure 8 shows the selection of a concurrency control mechanism. A mechanism must be selected first before the file can be opened. Figure 9 shows the status of the editing session from the session manager’s GUI. It can be seen that at the time of the screen shot two users are currently connected to the system and token-based mechanism is used for concurrency control. The location of the file on the local disk is also displayed.



CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK



Features of collaboration support are becoming more and more desirable for mainstream office suites, which are very important software systems indispensable for our daily work and life. On the one hand, although collaborative editing systems have been researched for more than a decade and there are some prototypes and commercial products available, their primary objective is restricted only to demonstrate collaborative features. The editors developed were generally poor (most of them are only plain text editors), at least not comparable to sophisticated office systems. On the other hand, collaboration support provided by mainstream Office systems are still limited. Some work has been done by third party to provide realtime collaboration support for Microsoft Office, including transparent application sharing by shared window systems and transparent adaption by integrating real-time collabo-



rative editing techniques into off-the-shelf Microsoft Office system without requiring source code change. These systems use tightly coupled concurrency control mechanisms, which directly determines their collaboration support capabilities and flexibilities as well as implementation complexities. Little collaboration support has been provided by StarOffice suite. In this project, we choose StarOffice as the platform to drive our research on collaboration support for Office systems by leveraging transparent adaption, where a flexible concurrency control framework is proposed and deployed. In this framework, concurrency control mechanisms are decoupled from the rest of system in such a way that multiple concurrency control mechanisms are offered for users to choose from according to their specific collaboration situations, and that new concurrency control mechanisms can be easily added on to the system without touching the code of existing concurrency control mechanisms. During the implementation of the CoStarOffice prototype, we found that some important API is not available in StarOffice SDK. For example, The API for document cursor does not provide an absolute position within the document, which is essential to our implementation. We will continue to design and implement more concurrency control mechanisms for the system and allow users to change among different mechanisms without restarting the whole session. We are also investigating more features like flexible notification [19], undo [21], and revision control [18], which will be added on to the system as research goes on.
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